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Focus of Session In my "rst session with Mami today, I assessed her

current level of written English. We then looked at

techniques to improve her descriptive writing skills. We

looked at how to use a thesaurus to improve

vocabulary; how writing about the 5 senses can

improve detail; and how to write similes.

In today's session we looked at using a stimulus to

build character and narrative. We watched the

opening 5 minutes of Pixar's UP and discussed its

successful narrative techniques. We used this clip to

recap yesterday's work on descriptive writing before

looking at creating character and structuring an

effective narrative.

I our session we looked at creating character and

expanding vocabularly used to describe physical

appearance.

We looked at the poem that Mami had found in the

Bodleian library and discussed its themes - old age

and living life to the full. We then looked at a

comparative poem 'Warning' by Jenny Joseph. Mami

answered a reading comprehension on this poem to

practise her comprehension and writing skills. She

then used this poem as a frame to write her own

humourous poem about getting older.

In our  nal session, Mami and I consolidated some

of the creative writing she has been working on. We

revisited similes to write a description of a woman,

and added this to our ‘I remember’ story we have

been working on.

We then looked at memoir writing and read an

extract from ‘Cider with Rosie’. We discussed how

the writer conjures a clear and vivid memory for the

reader, and Mami used these techniques (sensory

imagery, speci c detail, emotional language) to write

about her own experience in Oxford.

Key achievements from session: Mami can write clear, simple sentences accurately. She

worked hard throughout the lesson. She engaged

brilliantly with the new concepts we covered: in the

piece of descriptive writing she produced at the end of

the lesson, she used new vocabulary well, incorporated

a simile and used sensory imagery effectively.

I was pleased that, following yesterday's session,

Mami was con0dent using similes in her writing and

experimenting with more sophisticated vocabularly.

She was able to use the colour chart to describe

colour in greater detail and her comprehension of the

short stories we read today was secure. She was

able to use the 'I remember' structure to begin her

own story.

Mami was quite tired in today's session because she

hasn't been sleeping well. Nonetheless, she

managed to work well. She developed her creative

writing story 'I remember' from last session by adding

more detail, using colour imagery, and using sensory

imagery. We came up with a range of new

vocabulary for Mami to use to describe what a person

looks like - what their hair, build, and clothes look

like; adjectives to describe voice and movement.

Mami was able to use this vocabulary to describe a

character effectively.

Mami was very engaged throughout our session today.

She was able to interpret the poems' meanings and

articulate relatively sophisticated themes clearly. I was

very pleased with the poem that Mami wrote in the

session: it was very funny and showed her pushing

herself to use more complicated vocabulary that she

was using at the start of our sessions.

Mami worked really well in today’s session. She

wrote some beautiful and imaginative similes to

describe the woman (‘her voice was as soft as a

lullaby’; ‘her hair was as thin as cotton candy’). Her

comprehension of the extract from ‘Cider with Rosie’

was strong and she was able to use it to write a vivid

and very funny account of arriving in Oxford for the

first time.

Key things to work on: Over our sessions together, I would like Mami to build

her vocabulary and develop her confidence with writing,

allowing her to write more complex sentences and

incorporate more detail into her work.

In our remaining sessions, I would like Mami to work

on including more detail in her writing - writing more

complex sentences and pushing herself to come up

with more ideas in her work.

Mami should make sure she is keeping note of the

new vocabulary we are coming across. We will do a

vocab test next week and she should push herself to

use this new vocab as much as she can in her

writing. She should also keep working on her

confidence with her spoken English. She expresses

herself well and accurately when writing, and will be

very capable of this fluency when speaking too with

practice and confidence.

Mami should keep building vocabulary. She should

also not beat herself up if she initially struggles to put a

thought into words. If it is helpful to try and write down

what she means to say .rst, that can be a helpful tool

for building spoken 0uency.

Mami should keep practising her written English as

she is developing in a confident and expressive

writer.  I would like her to develop the stories we have

been working on together as I think they have

potential to grow into longer pieces of work.

Further reading/work suggested: Find 3 synonyms for each of the following words:

Lonely, Happy, Funny, Clever, Beautiful, Nasty

Spend time expanding the 'I remember' story; add

more detail and make the story longer.

Mami's homework task is to visit the Bodleian library

to 3nd a copy of Dylan Thomas' 'Collected Poems'. I

have asked her to read the poem 'Do not go gentle

into that good night' and to translate any words that

are new to her.

Finish the 'When I am old' poem. N/A

Plan for next session: In our next session, we will look at structuring stories. In our next session we will build on the 'I remember'

story we wrote today and look at describing

characters.

In our next session, we will look at Mami's work from

her trip to the Bodleian before moving on to

looking at writing for different purposes.

In our .nal session, we will consolidate the skills we

have been building and look at how Mami can

continue to improve her creative writing and English

skills independently moving forwards.

N/A

Progress of Mentee (Overview):
On track On track On track Excellent progress Excellent progress

Progress of Mentee (Written): Mami worked very well today and I look forward to

seeing her progress throughout the course.

Mami worked well in today's session. Mami worked well today and I look forward to our

final sessions next week.

Great work today It has been a pleasure to teach Mami. She has

shown great progress in her communication,

confidence, and vocabularly. I wish her all the best

for her future English studies.


